Aspects of Danish Business History since 1970
– a short introduction

BY MOGENS ROSTGAARD NISSEN

In this volume of Erhvervshistorisk Årbog, Danish Yearbook of Business History, some of the results of a large project are presented. This introduction present mainly the historical components of the project, based on studies of contemporarily sources dating back to ca. 1970. The volume consists of four articles that refer to four different industries: The textile industry, the furniture industry, the shipbuilding and marine equipment industry, and finally the shipbuilding industry and the formation of spin-off companies instead. In this project we have chosen to use the simple "smiley"-model of the value-chain. The project, called GONE, has uncovered how these industries have changed value-chain strategies, which in turn has had a major impact on those employed in these industries and for Danish society as a whole. It is indisputable that the number of persons employed in the actual manufacturing jobs has decreased very significantly in Denmark since 1970. Instead more people are working in design, purchasing, sales and branding.

Introduction
In a large-scale advertising campaign, the trade association Dansk Produktion has recently attempted to promote the “Innovative Denmark”. Under the motto "Knowledge + production = Welfare" they are trying to make it clear that in 2012 there were still about 350,000 manufacturing jobs in Denmark. On their website it was formulated this way:¹

It is the interplay between research and production that create value for society, and if you move production abroad, research, knowledge and development will move as well. Danish production accounts for half of the country’s revenues, so future growth and prosperity depends on a Denmark, which is not only innovative thinking, but also capable of going new ways.

It is therefore less surprising that it is precisely this organization that is running the campaign. On the other hand it is remarkable that the organization so clearly emphasizes the interaction between research and production for value creation, and inextricably links the two. The campaign demonstrates how Danish manufacturing companies see a strong need to mark that industrial production still takes place in Denmark, which again generates value for the Danish society.

The content and timing of Dansk Produktion’s campaign fits well with this presentation of the results of the interdisciplinary research project Global Operations Network – GONE. The project

¹ Mogens Rostgaard Nissen, born 1965. PhD in history from the University of Southern Denmark. Head of the Research Department at the Danish Library and Archive in Flensburg. Until 2012 he was Associate Professor at University of Southern Denmark and he has written several articles concerning Economic History, Business History and Agricultural History.
started in 2009 and was funded by The Danish Council for Strategic Research. The project has focused on how the Danish production companies have tackled the challenge of economic globalization in the period since the early 1970's.

In this volume of Erhvervshistorisk Årbog some of the results of the GONE-project are presented. This article present mainly the historical components of the project, based on studies of contemporarily sources dating back to ca. 1970. The main sources are public such as trade magazines, newspaper articles etc., which forms the basis for the analysis. To a limited extent, private sources from corporate archives such as internal correspondence, minutes of board meetings etc. have been used, but here archival access remains somewhat restricted. In addition, we have made interviews with key players in the industry associations and some CEO's at various manufacturing companies from 2009 to 2011. Furthermore we have used the research literature, mainly published by business economists, on specific industries and companies in the four selected industries. The focus of the studies is on an industrial level, but cases from individual companies are used to illustrate and nuance the analysis of the overall development of the industry.

This volume consists of four articles that refer to four different industries. René Taudal Poulsen and Kristoffer Jensen have written the article on the textile industry, and Lars Hedeman and Mogens Rostgaard Nissen are the authors of the article on the furniture industry. René Taudal Poulsen has also written the article on shipbuilding and marine equipment industry. Finally, Thomas Roslyng Olesen has written the article on the importance of the closure of the shipbuilding industry and the formation of spin-off companies instead. This is concerning the closure of Danyard in Frederikshavn in 1999. This article is based mainly on the results of his doctoral thesis, which was written as part of the GONE project. Originally it was planned that there should have been an article concerning the telecom industry, but unfortunately we had to leave this very interesting part out.

The GONE-project
When we started the project four years ago our aim was to study strategies of small and medium sized manufacturing companies in Denmark and analyze how companies in four different industries – textile and clothing industry, furniture industry, telecom industry and the marine equipment industry – had responded to the forces of economic globalization since 1970. Our focus has been on the different value-chain-strategies employed by Danish manufacturing companies since the early 1970’s. A key research question has been whether Danish companies have chosen to move some or all production activities out of Denmark. To the extent that this relocation of activities has taken place, we examine if production has been handed over to independent contractors or whether relocation involved the establishment of foreign subsidiaries (so-called offshoring). Another key issue has been to examine the extent to which Danish manufacturing companies have tried to rationalize and automate production processes within Denmark and thus minimize the effect of high labor costs and we have tried to assess to which extent this strategy has proven viable.

The project name GONE is an abbreviation for Global Operations Networks, but the name also indicates some kind of doomsday prophecy that industrial production in Denmark will soon be a thing of the past. The overarching question is if high cost – especially the high Danish wages – has made or will make it impossible to compete with low-wage countries in Eastern Europe, China and elsewhere in the world.

In this project we have chosen to use the simple "smiley"-model of the value-chain. On the horizontal line, the value chain flows from the left to the right, starting with input activities such as idea and product development, and going over mass production to output activities such as distribution, marketing and branding. The vertical line of the smiley shows the level of value creation for the individual activities within the value chain. According to the smiley-model
upstream activities such as idea and product development and design – add high value to the product. Downstream activities, at the other end of the value chain, also add high value to the product, and include such activities as marketing and branding. On the other hand, mass production – the midstream activities – creates less value added value. The underlying understanding is that mass production of goods, which has only a modest value-creating effect, will be relocated from Denmark to countries with low labor costs, while the more value added activities remain in Denmark. The underlying notion is that Danish labor is highly qualified to develop and designing products and also very good at selling and branding. For these reasons Danish companies choose to keep up- and downstream activities here, while other activities gradually are moved abroad.

Following this view, there are few more important myths that one have to deal with. The first is that it is relatively straightforward to move production to where it can be made cheaper. However, some Danish companies have proved that to be more problematic than it seems which is illustrated in the articles in this volume. Some observers have also argued that it will be an advantage for Danish society, if the labor-intensive production is moved as long as the most value-added parts are kept in Denmark. The implicit implication of this view is that Danes are unique in designing and developing new products and that this is something that will continue in the future. Implicitly this means that production and product development can be kept separate, and that it is possible to maintain product development in Denmark even though production has moved to, for example, Eastern Europe or the Far East. Finally, in the public debate it has not been a topic of interest how the production transfer has taken place, whether it has happened to subcontractors or whether Danish manufactures have set up own production facilities abroad.

**Figure 1: Activities in the value chain “smiley”**
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It is these simplistic perceptions that Dansk Produktion attacks, arguing that production can readily be separated from product development. Ultimately, such separation will undermine the basis of the remaining activities in Denmark. Within GONE, we have examined the same stereotypes in more details and we have chosen to focus on four industries to analyze some of the main development trends in the period. Our first industry study concerned the textile and clothing industry, which was exposed to international competition at an early stage. Here both products and production processes are generally relatively basic and have relatively low capital intensity. For the same reasons entry
barriers are relatively low in this business, notably also for businesses from developing countries. For several decades textile and clothing production in Western Europe and the United States was protected by the so-called Multi-Fiber-Agreement, but Danish manufacturing companies already relocated activities abroad in the 1970’s. In the beginning they mainly chose to relocate to southern Europe, later to Eastern Europe and Asia and in the years since the millennium, virtually the entire Danish textile production has moved abroad.  

Our second study concerns the furniture industry, which has generally been more capital-intensive than the textile industry, but an essential part of the furniture production has also been performed by skilled craftsmen. In the 1980’s and 1990’s, the Danish furniture exports boomed, but production remained almost exclusively in Denmark until the latter half of the 1990’s when some of the simple production was moved to Eastern Europe and the Baltic countries. After the millennium, a relocation of furniture production has occurred, mainly to China.  

Our third study concerns the shipbuilding and marine equipment industries. Since the early 1980’s all the main the Danish shipyards – like shipyards in other European countries – have closed down its activities, and virtually all new construction of ships are carried out in shipyards in the Far East. The marine equipment industry, on the other hand, has to some extent been characterized by the persistence of production in Denmark. The marine equipment industry supplies the shipbuilding industry, and includes companies such as Viking Safe-Marine, Hempel and MAN Diesel. In industry statistics, it is not defined as an independent industry, because the only thing that binds these suppliers together is their role as subcontractors to the shipyards. Nevertheless the particular development of the marine equipment has made it a relevant case for the GONE study. This despite the fact that business analysts over several decades have predicted the closure of the Danish maritime subcontractors, several major companies have endured. The marine equipment suppliers have thus fared much better than Danish shipyards.  

In comparison with the other GONE cases, the telecom industry, which we originally planned to study, is a relatively new industry. Initially, it produced relatively complex products and had relatively complex production process as well, which required well-trained labor. As the production in this industry was increasingly standardized, it was quickly moved away from Denmark. In 2013 virtually no Danish production remains in the telecom industry. Unfortunately it is not possible to complete an analysis of telecom industry, and therefore this interesting part regrettably must be omitted.

The relevance of the project
In doing a Google search on the word outsourcing about 130,000 hits appear. A similar search on the newspaper database “Infomedia”, identifies around 18,000 articles in the Danish newspapers and journals. In December 2011 alone, 129 articles containing the word outsourcing were published in Denmark. This shows how the word outsourcing has gained a foothold in the Danish language. But what does it really mean? If you ask Den Store Danske Encyklopædi for advice you get to know that outsourcing means that a company separates a function or activity to a subcontractor to reduce costs. This definition however misses some key aspects. Clearly the Danish newspaper articles demonstrate that outsourcing has become a very value-laden term which is often directly related another value-laden word, globalization.  

Over the years different terms has been used covering Danish manufactures moving production abroad. During the 1990’s, it was especially terms like "udflytning" (moving out) and "udflagning" (outflagging) that was used but since the millennium the word “outsourcing” increasingly has been used. On the other hand one can rightly point out that the concept of "offshoring" has hardly been used in Danish newspapers, while in recent years some researcher have written several articles in professional journals and trade magazines related to offshoring. The
significance of this is that the Danish newspapers almost exclusively have dealt with whether industrial production has been moved away from Denmark or not, but hardly how this relocation has taken place. As will be shown in the article on the marine equipment industry it is an important point that in this industry for a very substantially part of production have been offshored, and that this has had an impact on the continuation of production in Denmark.10

When making an analysis on the Danish newspaper articles that are registered in “Infomedia” since the early 1990’s, it is striking that it took many years before the papers began taking an interest in the relocation of production abroad. During the 1990’s there were very few articles on the subject, and there was typically a positive bias in the description of how Danish manufactures took advantage of opportunities to make some of the simple production activities in countries with low labor costs. This move was clearly seen as a prerequisite for the survival of Danish manufacturing companies. Focus through the decade was the link between the relocation of production and Danish manufactures exports. An example of this is an article in Jyllands Posten from 1997, when Danfoss’ relocation of production to Eastern Europe was described. The article tells how much of Danfoss' production growth occurred outside Denmark's borders and that it was both due to new export markets but also because of reduced production costs. CEO of Danfoss, Jørgen Mads Clausen said, among other things:11

The facts are that the relocation of labor-intensive productions will generate new jobs at home. They will be of a different nature. Had we not dared to implement relocation to other countries with significantly lower production and labor costs, it would have been a matter of time before we had been forced to stop because we simply would not be able to produce at competitive prices here in Denmark. For us today it is natural to be anywhere on earth. We can build our factories where there is a market for our products and we can produce them for the prices that the market can take.

That is a strong indication that the production which Danish manufactures placed abroad was essential for future growth in Denmark.

This view was followed later in the year 1997 when Jyllands Posten could tell that Danfoss moved production back, and the number of employees in Denmark was 8,700, which was the highest number ever.12 In the article it was stated that Jørgen Mads Clausen's globalization strategy with the relocation of production to the company’s own production facilities abroad did not cause a decreasing number jobs in Denmark, which the unions had feared. On the contrary, this strategy increased the workforce in Denmark.

Furthermore, it is characteristic that Danish newspapers in the 1990’s perceived Eastern Europe and the Baltic States as a new market for Danish products, while almost no articles considered the possibilities of production relocation to this area. There is some truth to this focus, as the exports to East Germany of Danish pinewood furniture boomed in this period, while only a few furniture manufacturers relocated some of their production.

The main point is, however, that during the 1990’s only few articles were written in Danish newspapers about Danish manufactures’ relocation of production abroad. In the figure shown below is carried out a search in the newspaper database “Infomedia” on each of the search terms "udflytning” (moving abroad), "udflagning" (outflagging), "outsourcing" and "offshoring” and the figure clearly shows that it was not before the beginning of the new millennium that the relocation of production was a topic, which the Danish newspapers began writing about. The displayed number should be taken with some caution, since they also include figures on the relocation of IT-jobs, reflagging of Danish ships etc. Hence the actual number of articles on relocation of Danish manufacturing jobs is lower, but this fact does not change the observed trend in the number of articles.
As shown there was a very marked increase in the number of articles from 2003 to 2004. At the same time, there is an obvious change in the content of the articles. Until that time, there were a bias in how the newspapers described the impact of relocation of production, which was seen as a prerequisite for the Danish manufactures’ survival and growth. But after this time, there were an increasing number of articles that problematized the consequences of production relocation. This change in perception did not happen overnight, but still the change happened rather suddenly. Trade unions increasingly pointed out the negative consequences of the transfer of production for employment in Denmark, especially for industrial employment. In April 2003 the unions’ journal A4 published a very critical article, which first highlighted that many Danish workers were fired as a result of the transfer of production. At the same time little was done to retrain laid-off workers. Already in the teaser, it was underlined that "Mass layoffs happens every day at Danish workplaces, and there is no prospect of improvement" after which it was pointed out that companies like Dansk Eternitfabrik, Arla Foods, Holmegaard Glasfabrik, LEGO, Rockwool and Egetepper had fired employees following the relocation of production. Of course the article can be seen as a political contribution because LO had an interest in telling that the right-winged government failed to launch initiatives to retrain laid-off workers. But other magazines also wrote articles about the negative consequences of relocation of production. For instance, in October 2003, Erhvervsbladet reported that "Fyn has several industrial and manufacturing companies and hence the island is strongly affected when an increasing share of the production is sent out of the country." Other articles with a similar focus on the social and regional consequences of the production transfer could be mentioned, and notably in 2004 and 2005 Dagbladet Arbejderen brought a series of articles about the very negative consequences of relocation of production. It is doubtful whether these critical articles in this newspaper changed public perceptions on the topic, but it can at least be taken as an expression of the political groups on the political left was alarmed.
Another possible reason why the consequences of outsourcing became increasingly problematized at this time may be that several groups of employees were affected by it. This included workers with short educations as well as highly educated employees. Where the previous focus had been on unskilled workers, especially within the textile industry, then the international economic competition now also hit jobs in various service sectors and in the IT-industry.\(^\text{17}\) Thus, it also hit engineers, sales personnel and skilled workers. These groups were better prepared to express their views than the unskilled dressmakers. At the same time, many more Danes than before had to anticipate that in the future outsourcing might affect them, even though they had a technical education or were employed in service jobs.

Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that a major shift in public perceptions on the relocation of the Danish production took place in the first years of the new millennium. At the same time the content in many newspaper articles shifted and a very critical view on the national, regional and social consequences of outsourcing were expressed. Since 2006 a fairly constant number of articles on outsourcing have appeared. There is thus no increase in the number of articles as a result of the financial crisis of 2008. In numerous articles, it is noted that unemployment has increased considerably since the crisis began, and in many articles, it is noted how many people have been fired as a result of production being moved abroad. In most articles, a sort of basic premise is that the outsourcing process is inevitable, and one which Danish manufactures and workers have to deal with. For manufacturing companies this can be done through rationalization of production, through acquisition of robotics or the like. For employees, it is especially through education that one must protect oneself against the consequences of outsourcing and exploit the opportunities of economic globalization.

Figure 2: Articles on offshoring 2004-2011.
As mentioned it was relatively late that the Danish newspapers began to relate to how the relocation of production has taken place. The question remained: Whether its activities were transferred to foreign subcontractors through outsourcing or whether offshoring to the Danish companies’ foreign subsidiaries and/or to their own production sites was employed. The first newspaper article about offshoring was written in 2004, and overall it is written less than 20 articles annually on the subject in the Danish newspapers. In most of these articles experts in the field, especially from CIP, CBS and University of Southern Denmark have given their opinion. Researchers Torben Pedersen, John Johansen, Jan Arlbjørn and others have also written several articles in journals such as Ingeniøren, DI Insigt and SCM on offshoring and outsourcing. Still, the significance of this difference in production relocation has not been spread to other than a small group of researchers and strategic decision makers in businesses and industry organizations.

The results of the GONE-project
It was an important goal of the GONE-project to map how small and medium-sized Danish manufactures have organized and implemented the individual value chain activities over the past three-four decades. In the project we have analyzed and identified the factors behind the developments in various industry studies. We have also assessed the impact of this on Danish businesses and Danish society in general.

Based on industry analysis, there are some factors that obviously have had an impact on the choices of value-chain strategies. It is clear that the factors are related and therefore should not be seen as mutually exclusive, but the following are lined up separately to make the analysis clearer. The order is not hierarchical and should not be taken as an expression of which factors that have had the greatest impact on development.

Market conditions and consumer patterns
A first factor that has had a major impact on the value-chain strategies is the market conditions and consumer patterns. It is especially important to distinguish between productions in business-to-business – for example, as a subcontractor – and production of consumer goods. Of the surveyed industries the furniture and the textile and clothing industries to a very large degree – but not exclusively – have produce to private consumers, while shipyards and the marine equipment industry almost exclusively produces business-to-business. It has been crucial to the strategies chosen in the analyzed industries.

In the 1970’s and 1980’s Danish textile and clothing companies were generally very production oriented, employing integrated value chain strategies with almost the entire production process in-house. Since then they have developed more disintegrated strategies, where only the design and product development is implemented in Denmark, while the entire production is done by foreign subcontractors. The development in the part of the furniture industry that has produced for private consumers has been very similar to the development of the textile and clothing industry. But in this case the change happened later, after the turn of the millennium, and some production of furniture still remains in Denmark. Changing consumer patterns have been instrumental in that Denmark continues to have a relatively large production of flat-packed furniture and some production of handicrafts produced design furniture, while the production of relatively expensive non-designer furniture almost has disappeared from Denmark. For both the furniture and textile industries is true that increased consumer demand for many different types and regular purchases of, respectively, new clothes and new furniture has made it difficult for Danish companies to automate production processes. Instead, a very large proportion of production has been outsourced to foreign subcontractors to maintain production flexibility, which is essential in these fast-fashion-oriented industries.
In recent decades some very large and leading retail chains that have evolved in the furniture and the textile and clothing industries, which dominate these markets. Today retail chains have significant importance for manufacturing companies in these two industries. IKEA and other dominant chains have been of major importance for the development of furniture sales in Western Europe and the U.S., and it has again been crucial for Danish furniture manufacturers. IKEA purchases a significant part of Tvillum’s furniture production, which thus must be prepared to comply with IKEA's requirements for quality and design. That it can be a dangerous path shows the example of Bodilsen, which in 2008 had to close a factory that exclusively was supplying furniture for IKEA, when IKEA chose another supplier instead. Also in the textile and clothing industry some large retail chains have evolved with Hennes & Mauritz as the most trendsetting, but the largest Danish textile and clothing companies, Bestseller and IC Company, have chosen to focus on own brands and own retail outlets.

Based on the industries that we have studied in the project is a clear pattern that companies producing business-to-business have chosen some other value-chain strategies than companies producing to private consumers. In the marine equipment industry almost all companies has chosen to maintain both product development and production in-house. However, it has not been as decisive whether production takes place in Denmark or abroad. The important thing is that these companies often continue to control production. This is due to several things: 1) The marine equipment sub-contractors have chosen to place both production and product development close to their main markets, and as the majority of the shipbuilding industry today is in the Far East manufacturers such as Hempel, Viking Life-Saving Equipment, Novenco and Alfa Laval Aalborg have chosen to establish its own production facilities in the Far East; 2) The production sites in the Far East has been necessary to enter the respective markets because most countries in the Far East protect domestic production in various ways; 3) Of course, the relocation of production is also made to reduce production costs, especially labor costs; and 4) It is highly specialized products with high technical requirements to the functional quality. In order to maintain and develop technological leadership it has clearly been important for many of these subcontractors to maintain production in-house. This also applies to a company like Fibertex producing synthetic textiles for the car industry and for diapers and therefore in reality is a textile manufacturer. Fibertex has moved much of its production to its own production facilities in Malaysia and the Czech Republic; partly to get close to their main markets, and partly to minimize production costs without losing control of production and production development.

In the shipbuilding industry, only the Odense Steel Ship Yard has acquired shipyards abroad, while this has not been a realistic option for the other Danish yards. Several other smaller yards used in the 1990’s Eastern European and Baltic shipyards as suppliers of parts to the ships, which were then transported to Denmark and assembled at the Danish yards, but the extent of this form of outsourcing was modest. Odense Steel Ship Yard took over a shipyard in Estonia in 1994, a shipyard in Lithuania in 1997 and a shipyard in Stralsund in Germany in 1998. The following years these yards were used to build the entire ship sections that were subsequently shipped to Odense, where they were assembled and mounted to the finished vessels. In this way costs were minimized, since a large part of the labor-intensive production took place at its own foreign shipyards where wages were considerably lower than in Denmark.

Political conditions
Political conditions are another factor that has had a great impact on Danish manufactures value-chain strategies. For several decades, the textile and clothing industry tried to protect themselves against competition from low-wage countries in Asia via the so-called Multi-Fiber-Agreement. At the same time this industry was the first to outsource production and has outsourced production.
most comprehensively. The Multi-Fiber-Agreement led to increasing conflicts among the companies that produced clothes, and companies that specialized in designing and selling clothes, which had been produced cheaply abroad. The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 opened the Eastern Europe as a sourcing destination to Danish manufacturing companies. In this way the Multi-Fiber-Agreement was partly undermined. One can argue that the agreement helped to maintain a textile production in Denmark which was not competitive and production was quickly outsourced when the agreement lapsed.26

The shipbuilding industry has globally been very influenced by government subsidies, which is also the case in Denmark. Throughout the 1970’s and 1980’s, Danish shipyards largely were kept alive by various government schemes. This was done either through public orders for the construction of ferries, naval vessels or the like, or through favorable tax treatment for investors in new ships, which placed orders at Danish yards. Gradually government subsidies were removed, and the Danish shipbuilding yards closed in the 1980’s and 1990’s. The Odense Steel Ship Yard was the last new building yard and it ceased production in 2012. Again, retrospectively one can argue that subsidies to the shipbuilding industry helped sustain an industry that was not competitive.27

The furniture industry has internationally been characterized by relatively free markets with little protection and few subsidies. A significant part of the Danish furniture production has been exported for many decades, but it was mainly from the early 1980’s that the industry experienced an export boom. Although the Danish furniture production always has been exposed to international competition, it was only in the late 1990’s and especially after the turn of the millennium, that the furniture production was outsourced to foreign subcontractors. This is largely due to that Danish manufactures managed to sell relatively expensive furniture where quality of craftsmanship was high.28

**Ownership structure**

Small and medium-sized Danish manufactures have previously been characterized by family ownership. Some still are, but in recent years equity funds have acquired many of the old family-owned companies. The ownership structure has had a major impact on the value-chain strategies that have been selected. Judging from the GONE results, there is much evidence to suggest that family-owned businesses have been more reluctant to move production abroad, whether it is in the form of outsourcing or in the form of offshoring.

In the 1970’s and 1980’s the textile and clothing industry was clearly characterized by many small manufacturers, where the entire production was done at one site in Denmark. As international competition increased these manufactures sought to automate and streamline production, while only reluctantly some companies began to outsource production. A somewhat similar picture emerged in the furniture industry, but this happened between 10 and 20 years later than the textile industry. The result in both of these industries has been that almost all of these small businesses are closed. Those that are left either have a large and highly automated production facility or are new companies, which have been based on foreign production from the very beginning of their business.29

This may suggest that family-owned businesses only very slowly are changing strategies and that this conservative "business-as-usual" approach has proved to be fatal for Danish manufacturing companies. But this conclusion is too simplistic. Especially for the furniture industry it was problematic for small and medium-sized enterprises to establish their own production sites in Eastern Europe in the 1990’s, partly because this process was very capital intensive and partly because it would have required an expertise which was rarely present. Moreover, the perception of most businesses and at the trade association Dansk Møbelindustri (Danish Furniture Industry) that quality furniture had to be produced in Denmark. However, one must be aware that it is much easier
to figure out the winning strategies when looking back than it is to predict the right strategies for the future. For a small textile or furniture manufacturer in the 1980’s or 1990's, it undoubtedly seemed risky either to establish a foreign subsidiary or to do business with Eastern European or Asian subcontractors.

Also among the marine equipment manufacturers, it seems clear that the ownership structures have been very important for the value-chain strategies. Apart from the B&W, the large Danish shipyards were owned by the major Danish shipping companies, including the J. Lauritzen Group, AP Moller Maersk and the East Asiatic Company, and partly due to this ownership structure the shipyards survived for several years, although there were unprofitable. Furthermore, AP Moller Maersk has chosen to keep production at Odense Steel Ship Yard for several years because the shipping company in the manner achieved a competitive advantage by being able to develop new and better ships. A number of marine equipment subcontractors have been founded by the shipyards, which previously were the owner of many of these companies. This ownership was previously crucial for the orders of these subcontractors, but along with the closure of the Danish shipyards and major shipping companies' sales of the marine subcontractor, there are no longer the same close connections between the shipping companies, the shipyards and the marine subcontractors. Despite of this development many Danish marine subcontractors are doing very well, partly due to the fact that they continue to deliver products for building of ships for Danish shipping companies, regardless of it being done in South Korea or China.30

Another important point in relation to the company-owned Danish shipyards is that both the J. Lauritzen Group and AP Moller Maersk has been very involved in creating new jobs at the former shipyard areas in connection with the closure of Danyard in 1999 and Odense Steel Ship Yard in 2012. Some of these new businesses are wholly or partly subcontractors for the shipbuilding industry, and has to some extent been able to get started with direct or indirect support from the shipping companies.31

Societal consequences

As shown, the Danish manufacturing companies have changed value-chain strategies over the past three-four decades and often with major corporate and societal consequences. This goes both in relation to the companies that have survived; the companies that are closed down and the new businesses that have emerged, but also for the Danish society in a broader sense and for the job opportunities for all Danish citizens.

In his article "From shipbuilding to alternative maritime industry - the closure of Danyard Frederikshavn in 1999" Thomas Roslyng Olesen shows that the closure of Danyard did not represent a complete collapse of the job market in Frederikshavn. A very large proportion of the former shipyard workers found jobs in other businesses in the area, and most could use their skills from the yard. In his PhD thesis from 2012, he has documented that something similar happened after the closure of almost all other major Danish shipyards in the 1980’s and 1990’s, while it is still too early to say what will happen after the closure of the Odense Steel Ship Yard.32 The closure of the shipyards has not been the disaster among the former shipyard workers that might have been expected. Something similar appears to have been the case in the textile industry.33 The former textile workers have found employment elsewhere, e.g. in the furniture industry. At this point it might have been interesting to include the telecom industry, as many people were working in this industry in the 1990’s, especially in North Jutland. Apparently, most employees in the telecom industry have found a new job after the closures, but the question has not yet been thoroughly invested. It would be interesting to examine whether these employees have helped to generate faster growth for the companies in which they are now engaged, because many of these workers are characterized by being well educated and having professional skills that might be useful in other
industries. This is an issue that deserves further research. Throughout the examined period there have been major changes in relation to the composition of the workforce in various industries. Most pronounced is of course the development of the textile and clothing industry. Still a relatively large number of employees are engaged here, but the 2013 employee profile differs significantly from the one in 1970. For good reason, there is virtually no production workers – dressmakers, production technicians, etc. – remain, while today there is very large proportion of designers and product developers, buyers, sales staff and branding experts. A similar – though less pronounced – development has taken place in the furniture industry.

Furthermore, this development had regional importance for employment in Denmark. A significant part of the textile production in the 1970’s and 1980’s took place in Central Jutland, while the majority of those employed in the textile industry today is are located in the Copenhagen region or to a lesser extent on the east coast of Jutland. Something similar has happened in the furniture industry, where a cluster of manufacturers of pine furniture in the 1980’s and 1990’s was established in Central Jutland, which has since almost disappeared, while those employed in this industry are largely located in the metropolitan area. This means that the changed value-chain strategies not only had major demographic consequences – it also had considerable regional importance.

Summary
The GONE project has uncovered how the textile, the furniture and, shipbuilding and the marine equipment industry in Denmark have changed value-chain strategies, which in turn has had a major impact on those employed in these industries and for Danish society as a whole. It is indisputable that the number of persons employed in the actual manufacturing jobs has decreased very significantly in Denmark since 1970. Instead more people are working in design, purchasing, sales and branding. Whether this trend will continue, and whether the loss of production over time also will result in loss of design and product development, it is not possible to say anything certain about yet. There can be no unequivocal answer as to whether there is a direct link between research and production, as Dansk Produktion claims in the campaign "Viden + production = Velfærd". Among the marine subcontractors there is almost a clear picture that for businesses it has been important to maintain production in-house, whether it is in Denmark or abroad. An important reason for this is that it is important to maintain and develop production skills when developing products.

On the other hand, there is no clear link between production and design and product development in the textile and clothing industry. Here the winning value-chain strategy was to outsource the entire production – primarily to subcontractors in the Far East – and only keep the design, procurement, sales and branding in Denmark. So far, especially Bestseller and partly IC Company had very good results using this strategy. In the furniture industry, the picture is a somewhat more diffuse, as there are still some manufacturers who are doing well via highly automated production in Denmark. There are also a few manufacturers of classic furniture designs, where skilled cabinetmakers make the furniture. But besides this the developments in the furniture industry is much similar to the one that has taken place in the textile industry.

Notes
1 www.danskproduktion.dk, July 2013.
3 The GONE-project was led by Professor John Johansen from the Center for Industrial Production (CIP) at Aalborg University. In the project, Associate Professor Brian Vejrøm Währens from CIP, Associate Professor Bent Dalum – and later Associate Professor Christian Østergaard – from the Department of Business and Management at Aalborg
University, Professor Torben Pedersen, Center for Strategic Management and Globalization at the Copenhagen Business School, Professor Patrik Jonsson from the Department of Technology, Management and Economics at Chalmers University of Technology, and Professor Jan Stentoft Arlbjørn at the Department of Entrepreneurship and Relationship Management and Associate Professor Mogens Rostgaard. Nissen of the Department for History and Civilization – both at the University of Southern Denmark – participated as project organizers.
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